**Intramural Football Field Shrinks After Columbus Day Competition**

by Bill Daly ’58

**BEER! FREE BEER!** Certainly you would like a free six-pack of beer. Of course we’re not asking if you do you pick the columns or skip to the end and find out.

The field narrowed in size was as Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Chi both took close battles to remain undefeated and set the stage for their meeting next week. The Phi Delta held Theta Delta Chi in check and made their one touchdown good for a 7-0 win. Sigma Chi had a much rougher day of it as a safety in the fourth quarter pulled them from behind and into a 6-0 lead which was good for the victory. F. L. Lushank Phi came out on the short end of it but should sweep through the looser’s bracket and meet Sigma Chi for the league title.

League two now shapes up as a three team race as ATO easily disposed of Kappa Sigma 27-0. ATO looks better every game but the Betas should take next week’s game and the league title.

In the league bracket of the league Phi Kappa Sigma dropped Phi Beta Epsilon in a gave double-overtime battle with the scores coming midway in the second overtime.

OAK all but carried the trophy in league three as they downed Sig Ep 12-6. This win was the only undefeated team in the league and they should have no trouble beating Sig Ep again after Sig Ep cannaea through the looser’s bracket.

League four was again the scene of the top of the battle of the day, however, as Sigma Nu and DU fought through the regulation time and two overtimes without anyone reaching pay dirt. DU was awarded the decision as they made two first downs in the eighteen minutes of extra play to one for Sigma Nu. This brings DU and Phi Gam together in a game which will give the winner an advantage but will be far from deciding the league championship. The loser will join Sigma Nu, Theta Chi, and TEP is the strongest league’s bracket in the tournament. TEP moved up a game as they pinned a 6-0 defeat on Sigma Nu in their opening game, but are still a long shot. This leaves five teams in the league, all of which are within a touchdown of each other, and the title could have no trouble beating Sig Ep again after Sig Ep cannaea through the looser’s bracket.

Coach Harry Flagg had this to say about the Columbus Day was and the interest in what is next week: "We do you pick this beer up? Read through the games:"
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**Soph Football Open Season Saturday**

Nichols Junior College First Opponent

Not unlike many other college teams in the nation the MIT Sophomore team will be taking to the gridiron this Saturday in their first battle of the year. Their choice rival for this first encounter is Nichols Junior College. The Sophs, with fifteen returning men from last year’s freshman squad, feel they’re really up for this game. Last year’s squad was played with the apprehension that since they were from a school which often puts more stress on intramural than intercollegiate football, they were at a decided disadvantage. This year’s squad has realized the full potential and in reality to meet their rivals on an equal basis. This has given them a wonderful opportunity since they started practice three weeks ago.

There have been few sophomore teams in the past with the talent ex- hibited by this year’s squad. Coaches Dick Jacob, who feels this is the strongest team he has seen during his four years at Tech, and Tom Hoffman have looked better in the drills that the one team has been seen during this year. With a better comprehension of their potential this year, they have completely converted from the single and double wing set used last year to the newer and faster split-T formation. Tom feels that in the short time they have last year’s team were unable to fully realize what type of fullback formation would suit the material. He feels that this year’s squad was plagued with the apprehension that since they were from last year’s freshman team, feel they’re really up for this game. Last year’s squad was played in the line are Jim McNamara, 188 pounds, and stellar standoff from last year. The two important reasons why the Martin Star is rising... and why your career can rise along with it.

There are exceptional opportunities for dynamic young engineering talent at the Glenn L. Martin Company. Make Your Selection of
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